Horizon 2020 and OpenAIRE 2020

The presentation briefly outlines the open access requirements relating to publications and to research data in Horizon 2020 and illustrates the OpenAIRE initiative. Since 2009 OpenAIRE, the EU funded infrastructure that supports the implementation of EU OA policies aggregates academic and scientific results, including data and peer reviewed articles deposited in institutional or thematic repositories and data on projects, people, organizations, maintained in research information systems. It offers researchers, publications and data repository managers, project coordinators and research funders integrated services to find, access, analyze and correlate this different type of information. Since 2015 OpenAIRE is beneficiary of a new funded project OpenAIRE2020 (2015-2018) whose aims are to provide a more articulated range of services for the full deployment of a portal for European research.